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ABSTRACT
Gaining a complete understanding of transmission risk factors will assist in efforts to reduce new
HIV infections, especially within the disproportionally affected population of men who have sex
with men (MSM). We recently reported that the fecal microbiota of MSM elevates immune
activation in gnotobiotic mice and enhances HIV infection in vitro over that of fecal microbiota
from men who have sex with women. We also demonstrated elevation of the gut homing marker
CD103 (integrin αE) on CD4+ T cells by MSM-microbiota. Here we provide additional evidence that
the gut microbiota is a risk factor for HIV transmission in MSM by showing elevated frequencies of
the HIV co-receptor CCR5 on CD4+ T cells in human rectosigmoid colon biopsies. We discuss our
interest in specific MSM-associated bacteria and propose the influx of CD103+ and CCR5+ CD4+

T cells into the colon as a potential link between the MSM microbiota and HIV transmission.
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Introduction

Transmission of the human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) primarily occurs across mucosal sur-
faces. In particular, the rectum and colon mucosa
are important1 as a portal of entry and during early
disease progression, respectively. In the United
States, 66% of all new HIV infections in 2017
were in men who have sex with men (MSM),2

with receptive anal intercourse being the main
mode of transmission.3 Substantial gut microbiome
compositional shifts have been previously described
in HIV-infected populations; however, we now
know the most prominent compositional changes
are associated with sexual behavior.4,5 The MSM
gut microbiome is dominated by Prevotella species
compared with the Bacteroides-rich microbiome of
culturally westernized men who have sex with
women (MSW).4,5 Microbiome shifts associated
with HIV infection are more subtle, typically
require a large cohort to observe,1 and have been
linked with low current and nadir CD4+ T cell
counts and viremia.6–8 Our group investigated
HIV-associated microbiome compositional effects

on immune activation in vitro9 and recently pub-
lished an evaluation of the effects of human fecal
microbiota transplant on immune activation in
a gnotobiotic mouse model.1 These studies revealed
the fecal microbiota of MSM, regardless of HIV
status, elevates immune activation over that seen
with the fecal microbiota of MSW. Additionally,
we observed that the MSM microbiota enhanced
in vitro HIV infection.1 Here, the discussion will
focus on the question, can the microbiota of MSM
influence HIV transmission? We provide additional
data that suggests the unique gut microbiota in
MSM drives the influx of a population of CD4+

T cells expressing the HIV co-receptor CCR5 into
the gut, supporting a link between the gut micro-
biota in HIV-negative MSM, the mucosal immune
environment, and HIV transmission.

MSM-associated microbes of interest

The use of gnotobiotic mice colonized with fecal
microbes from MSM and MSW allowed us to
directly investigate microbiome effects on immune
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activation in vivo. Fecal pellet 16S rRNA gene
sequencing from mouse recipients showed our
model system captured compositional differences
between MSW and MSM observed in donor fecal
samples. Although the relative abundance of some
microbes shifted when transplanted into mice,
most notably MSM-associated Prevotellaceae,
overall clustering was consistent with human
donor cohorts. The observed differences in micro-
biome composition resulted in immunological dif-
ferences in both the mice and human donors.

The concept of a healthy microbiome is not uni-
versal and the direct cause of thePrevotella dominance
in the MSM gut is unclear.4,5 We know that micro-
biome composition is tissue-dependent, with factors
such as geography/culture, diet, antibiotic use, and age
being recognized considerations. A detailed analysis of
the MSM gut microbiome has been previously
published,4,5,10 as has a discussion on the subtle effects
of HIV infection on the microbiome.5,9 Common
MSM rectal hygiene practices (douching/enemas)
can affect microbiome composition in some
people11–13 and have been associated with increased
infection by HIV and other STIs in MSM.14,15

Additionally, repeat use of hyperosmotic lubricants
significantly decreased Bacteroides and trended
toward increasing Prevotella, which could contribute
to microbiome shifts.16 A further, little understood,
factor that may influence the microbiome in MSM is
the degree to which MSM-associated microbes are
spread through intimate contact. Indeed, heterosexual
couples who live together have more similar gut
microbiome composition than unrelated
individuals17 or than with their siblings,18 and this
effect was especially strong in couples who self-
reported to have very close relationships with their
spouse.18 Anal intercourse and other sexual practices
that increase gutmicrobiome exposures between part-
ners may result in an even stronger effect in MSM.
However, we found no relationship between fre-
quency of receptive anal intercourse (RAI) and the
MSM-associated microbiome, with MSM who never
engaged in RAI still typically having a Prevotella-rich
/Bacteroides-poor microbiome.5 The interplay
between rectal hygiene, microbiome shifts, and HIV
transmission risk has yet to be fully characterized.
Furthermore, in the gut, increases in bacterial alpha
diversity metrics are perceived as health promoting,
and low alpha diversity leads to poorer health

outcomes.19 The MSM microbiome is curious in that
it has greater diversity when compared to non-MSM
while simultaneously promoting gut-localized
immune activation and T-cell homing to the gut.1,5,9

Additional studies are needed to elucidate howMSM-
associated microbes came to flourish in the MSM gut
environment.

Within the MSM microbiome, members of the
Erysipelotrichaceae family, Catenibacterium mitsuo-
kai and Holdemanella biformis have been identified
by us and others as notable components.1,9,20–24 These
bacteria are of particular interest over other MSM-
associated bacteria, such as Prevotella, because they
positively correlated with immune cell activation and
T cell homing in both human donor blood andmouse
recipients of human stool transfers.1 C. mitsuokai and
H. biformis positively correlated with HIV-negative
MSM donor blood CD8+CD38+HLADR+ activation
and CD103+ gut homing, as well as, mouse recipient
ileum CD8+CD69+ activation and CD8+ and CD4+

CD103+ expression.1 Peripheral blood mononuclear
cells exposed in vitro to H. biformis (formerly
E. biforme, reclassified in 201425) exhibited an elevated
ratio of TNF-α to IL-10 production compared with
other HIV-associated bacteria.26 The elevated cyto-
kine data is, to our knowledge, the only record cur-
rently published investigating the potential for
H. biformis to directly contribute to inflammation.

In the MSM cohorts from our parent paper, HIV-
positive participants were anti-retroviral treatment
(ART) naive and ourHIV-negativeMSMparticipants
unlikely used pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) due to
sample collection occurring in 2014 before PrEP was
commonly distributed.27 With this in mind, it is cur-
ious that C. mitsuokai was suggested as the driver of
Erysipelotrichaeae family relative abundance enrich-
ment increases after starting PrEP; H. biformis was
also increased.20 Interpretation of these results is not
straightforward because of the small sample size and
because of the potential confounding of an increase in
risky sexual behaviors that occurs following the start of
PrEP.28–30 Additionally, the use of reverse transcrip-
tase inhibitors, tenofovir disoproxil fumarate with
emtricitabine in HIV-negative MSM is known to cre-
ate enteric side effects and is cited as a reason for poor
adherence to PrEP schedules.20 It is possible PrEP-
associated enteropathy allows for select members of
the Erysipelotrichaceae family to flourish as it is cur-
rently unknown if these bacteria contribute directly to
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localized gut inflammation, are suited to thriving in
high inflammation environments, or function as
a unique combination of both. To our knowledge,
there has yet to be characterization of the growth
rates of these gut microbes in the presence of human
cytokines or inflammatory signals.

HIV transmission and dysbiosis

In the United States, most new HIV infections are
the result of unprotected RAI with a risk rate of
138 per 10,000 exposures.31 The CDC lists in order
of effectiveness (least to greatest) circumcision of
adult males, male condom use, daily PrEP for
HIV-negative individuals, and ART for HIV-
positive individuals as strategies for the prevention
of new HIV infections.32 Randomized clinical
trials conducted among men in sub-Saharan
Africa support male circumcision for reducing
HIV transmission for the insertive partner during
anal intercourse; however, as circumcision trials
have not included a large enough number of
MSM and many MSM practice both insertive and
receptive anal intercourse, the CDC did not defi-
nitely conclude that male circumcision reduces
risk of HIV acquisition in MSM practicing recep-
tive anal sex.33

The most effective strategy for preventing HIV
transmission is viral load suppression to less than
200 copies/mL (measured twice yearly) in people
living with HIV (PLWH), through the use of
ART.34 Viral load suppression, with or without
the use of condoms, results in effectively zero
new infections.34 The United States has recently
described a plan for ending the HIV epidemic that
is based on early detection of new infections and
the use of PrEP for high-risk HIV-negative
individuals.35,36 PrEP is the preferred strategy
within the MSM community36 and is effective at
reducing HIV acquisition by 90%.37 However, not
all high-risk populations have awareness of or
access to PrEP and ART treatments, especially
the most at-risk black MSM population.38

Without pharmaceutical intervention, the pre-
sence of local inflammation at the exposure site
dramatically increases HIV infection potential,
a concept studied extensively in sub-Saharan
African women. Bacterial vaginosis, an inflamma-
tory state caused by bacterial overgrowth and

dysbiosis in the vagina, increases the risk of vaginal
HIV transmission.39 Indeed, in rhesus macaques, the
introduction of tissue-localized chemokines is neces-
sary in order to establish an infection with simian
immunodeficiency virus (SIV).40 While the immune
environments throughout the gastrointestinal tract
are pertinent to HIV replication and disease progres-
sion as CD4+ T cell loss is more pronounced in the
small intestine (duodenum, jejunum, and ileum)
versus the large intestine (colon) of untreated
PLWH; our work extends the conversation around
tissue-localized bacteria-associated inflammation to
the rectosigmoid colon, an important site of HIV
transmission in the MSM population.

The MSM microbiome affects integrin and
CCR5 expression

HIV preferentially infects activated CD4+ T cells
that co-express CCR5/or CXCR4.41–44 Thus, fac-
tors affecting the recruitment or retention of these
cell phenotypes in the colon/rectum/vagina can
contribute to HIV sexual transmission risk.
Cellular information to spur T cell movement
into a tissue is regulated by, among other mechan-
isms, integrin and chemokine signals. Our study
measured the mucosal homing marker CD103
(integrin αE of the αEβ7 pair) and CCR5 frequen-
cies on human blood T cells. HIV-negative MSM
had elevated CD103+CD4+ frequencies over MSW,
with CD103+CD4+ frequency correlating with
CCR5+CD4+ frequencies. However, there was no
measurable difference in CCR5 expression in
blood between MSW, MSM, or HIV+ MSM.1

Here, we have expanded our investigation of the
immunological effects of the MSM microbiome by
measuring CCR5 expression on lamina propria
T cells from rectosigmoid colon biopsies in HIV-
negative MSW and MSM. Lamina propria CD4+

T cell expression of CCR5 has been previously
investigated in macaques45,46 and in humans while
investigating CRAI; however, CCR5 expression has
not previously been compared by sexual orientation
through the use of mass cytometry (CyTOF).

In our MSW and MSM biopsies, we observed
increased CCR5 frequencies on CD4+ T cells over
that measured in the blood (Figure 1a) by CyTOF,
which is consistent with traditional flow cytometry
data in the literature.47 We measured a significant
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increase in CCR5 expression on MSM CD4+ T cells
compared with MSW CD4+ T cells (Figure 1b),
a difference not observed for rectal memory
CD4+CCR5+ in MSM engaging in condom-less
RAI.10 Furthermore, CCR5 frequencies on activated
CD4+ T cells were increased in biopsies over that
measured in the blood (Figure 1c), and MSM
had increased CCR5 frequencies on activated
CD38+HLADR+CD4+ T cells compared with MSW

activated CD4+ T cells (Figure 1d). When considered
together, our mouse experiments and observations in
humans along with in vitro studies that demonstrate
various HIV-associated bacteria can upregulate CCR5
expression,48 suggest that the MSM-associated micro-
biome can influence CCR5 expression and the influx
of HIV target cells to the rectosigmoid colon through
modulation of integrin and chemokine expression on
T cells. These differences between MSW and MSM

Figure 1. Elevated CCR5 frequencies on total and activated CD4+ T cells in the rectosigmoid colon of MSM.
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells and rectosigmoid colon biopsy lamina propria cells from HIV-negative MSW (n = 5) and MSM (n
= 10) were stained for markers of CD4+ T cell phenotypes preferentially infected by HIV, including CCR5, CD38, and HLA-DR. Cells
were analyzed by mass cytometry. (A) CCR5 frequency on total CD4+ T cells in blood and biopsy of all participants. (B) Biopsy
CD4+CCR5+ segregated by sexual orientation. (C) CCR5 frequencies on CD38+ HLADR+ activated T cells in blood and biopsy of all
participants. (D) Biopsy CD4+CD38+HLADR+CCR5+ cells segregated by sexual orientation. Each data point represents an individual,
and lines represent median values. Normality for (A) and (C) was evaluated with D’Agostino and Pearson normality test consistent
with the parent paper. Normality for (B) and (D) used a Shapiro–Wilk test due to less than 8 samples in the MSW cohort. Data for
each comparison were determined normal; thus, statistical differences were determined by paired T-tests for (A) and (C) and
unpaired T-test with Welch’s correction for variance differences for (B) and (D).
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were likely not observed in the previous study inves-
tigating condom-less RAI because their control
cohort did not explicitly exclude MSM, measured
CCR5 expression on a different subset of CD4+

T cells using different technologies, and did not exam-
ine a cohort of high-risk MSM as we did.10

Integrins are a family of heterodimeric transmem-
brane proteins that direct cell traffic to and retain
cells in various tissues.49 They consist of αβ pairs
from combinations of 18α integrins and 8β
subunits.50 CD103 (integrin αE) has in recent years
been heavily investigated as an identifying marker
for tumor antigen-specific T cells in cancers.51

CD103 (integrin αE) is not the only integrin of
interest in gut T cell homing, α4β7 and α4β1 integrin
have also been studied in the context of HIV trans-
mission. Interestingly, α4β7 is expressed at similar
frequencies to αEβ7 on CD4+ T cells in the rectum52

and monoclonal antibodies against α4β7 have been
investigated as a strategy for reducingmucosal trans-
mission of SIV in macaques.53 Though recent data
from an open-label phase 1 clinical trial in humans
did not show the anti-α4β7 monoclonal antibody,
vedolizumab to be effective for inducing virological
remission in HIV-infected individuals.54 This poor
performance by an anti-α4β7 monoclonal antibody
would be consistent with our data here that suggests
an additional integrin could be involved in the
recruitment of T cells to the gut.

We investigated CD103 (integrin αE), in particular,
as it has been suggested to be particularly important at
mucosal sites,52,55 and is a marker for tissue-resident
memory cells,56 with memory CD4+ T cells being
another phenotype preferentially infected by HIV.

CD4+CD103+ (integrin αE) T cells in the blood
are relatively rare, with the majority of our cohorts
having less than 1%;1 blood αEβ7 rarity was also
observed in a cohort of low-risk Kenyan women.52

They saw greater αEβ7 frequencies on CD4+ T cells
in the rectum, with a median of 5%. The increase in
αEβ7 seen in rectum/gut mirrors the tissue differ-
ences observed with CCR5 expression. In ileum
from gnotobiotic mice colonized with human
MSM microbes, we reported CD4+CD103+ (integ-
rin αE) T cell frequencies ranging from 3% to 50%,
with median expression higher in MSM. These data
suggest the MSM-associated microbiome can influ-
ence CD4+ T cells homing to and residing in the
gut. This has implications for HIV transmission as
Perciani et al. observed that the majority of cervical
and rectal αE+β7+CD4+ T cells co-express CCR5 as
well as CD69.52 Thus, an influx of CD103+ (integrin
αE) into the rectosigmoid region would increase the
frequencies of cell types susceptible to HIV infec-
tion and increase the risk of HIV transmission
following an exposure event (Figure 2).

As mentioned, HIV infection requires co-receptors
CCR5 or CXCR4 to be present on a cell; both of which

Figure 2. The MSM immune profile, shaped by the MSM-associated microbiome, enhances HIV infection upon exposure due to
elevated frequencies of cell phenotypes preferentially infected by HIV in the rectosigmoid colon. MSM have a Prevotella-rich
microbiome with the presence of Erysipelotrichaceae family members not commonly found in the Bacteroides-rich MSW micro-
biome. The lamina propria immune environment of MSM contains higher frequencies of CCR5 on total and activated CD4+ T cells. In
the peripheral blood, MSM have more CD8+ T cell activation and increased frequencies of CD103+ T cell homing to the gut.
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are G-protein-coupled receptors. CCR5 interacts with
cytokine family members CCL3/4/5 and CCR5 che-
mokine agonists have been an area of investigation for
influencing the level of available CCR5 and thus redu-
cing HIV utilization of the receptor for infection.
Downregulation of peripheral blood chemokine ago-
nist CCL3/4/5 gene expression was shown following
acute infection with CCR5-tropic SHIV infection in
rhesus macaques.57 For our MSM cohort, we demon-
strated that CCR5 frequencies are increased in the
rectosigmoid colon. Measurement of CCR5 agonists
in the colon would be beneficial for determining the
relative availability of the CCR5 receptor. It is not
clear exactly how the microbiome influences integrin
and chemokine receptor expression; however, with
MSM-associated microbes influencing CCR5 expres-
sion (a G-protein-coupled receptor) it is interesting
that the abundance of H. biformis (an MSM-
associated bacteria) also associated with another
G-protein-coupled receptor in HIV+ African
children.58 Direct investigation of the effects of
C. mitsuokai and H. biformis on T-cell activation
and homing, as well as expression of CD103 (integrin
αE) and CCR5 would help to fully explain MSM
microbiome-associated inflammation and the risk of
HIV transmission.

Conclusions

Through investigation of the MSM microbiome
in vitro, in gnotobiotic mice, and with analysis of
human MSM peripheral blood and rectosigmoid
biopsies, our work confirmations MSM-specific
compositional changes, with a keen interest in
members of the Erysipelotrichaceae family, which
influence both the systemic and colon-specific
immune environments. We observed elevated
T cell activation and gut homing markers in the
peripheral blood and higher frequencies of the
HIV co-receptor on total and activated T cells in
the rectosigmoid colon. The MSM-associated
microbiota may influence the risk of HIV trans-
mission through integrin and chemokine receptor
expression on T cells, thus determining the cell
populations in the colon, providing greater oppor-
tunity for HIV infection upon exposure. As our
understanding of the MSM microbiome influence
on HIV transmission becomes clearer, there may
be an opportunity for compositional manipulation

through diet or pharmaceutical interventions, with
a goal of reducing HIV transmission in MSM
populations.

Methods

Rectosigmoid colon biopsy samples used in this
analysis were collected from HIV-seronegative
MSW (n = 5) and high-risk MSM (n = 10). Risk
was assessed by frequency of unprotected anal
intercourse, being in a relationship with an HIV-
positive partner and number of partners in the 6
months prior to study entry. There was no signifi-
cant difference between MSW and MSM in age
(years: MSW 30.6 (19–44), MSM 41.8 (26–63), p =
.0859), weight (kg: MSW 92.82 (74–118), MSM
79.44 (72.2–93.8), p = .1608), race (MSW: white
= 5, other = 0; MSM: white = 9, other = 1, p =
.4642) or ethnicity (Hispanic: MSW = 2, MSM = 2,
p = .5604). Age and weight data expressed as mean
(range) and compared with unpaired T-test with
Welch’s correction. Race and ethnicity compared
with Fisher’s Exact Test.

All participants were asked to prepare their
bowel for biopsy using a Fleet Saline enema.
Following the enema, 30 pinch biopsies were
collected from the rectosigmoid region of the
colon, approximately 3–10 cm from the anal
verge. The pinches were digested for 1.5 h with
DNase and collagenase then filtered through
a 70μm nylon filter as previously described.1

Concurrently, peripheral blood mononuclear
cells were isolated from heparinized peripheral
blood from the same patient cohort as pre-
viously described.1 Both blood and biopsy were
immediately stained with metal-labeled antibo-
dies (Fluidigm) for mass cytometry. Data were
analyzed with FlowJo software (BD Life
Sciences). The protocols for biopsy and blood
sample collection were approved by the
Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board
(COMIRB No: 15–1692 and 17–1512) and all
participants gave informed consent to participate
in this study.
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